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ABSTRACT
In machine learning, data labeling is assumed to be easy and cheap. However, in real world cases especially clinical field, data sets are rare and expensive to obtain. Active learning is an approach that can query the most informative data for the training. This leads to an alternative to deal with the concern mentioned above. The Sampling method is one of the key parts in active learning because it minimizes the training cost of the classifier. By different query method, models with considerable difference could be produced. The difference in model could lead to significant difference in training cost and final accuracy outcome. The approaches that were used in this experiment is uncertainty sampling, diversity sampling and query by committee. In the experiment, active learning is applied on the microarray data with improving results. The classification on two types leukemia (acute myeloid leukemia and acute lymphoblastic leukemia) indicates a boost in accuracy with the same number of samples compared to passive machine learning. The experiments lead to the conclusion that with small number of samples with randomness in the field of leukemia classification, active learning produce an more active model. Additionally, active learning with query by committee finds the most informative sample with fewest trials.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human genes generally keep the inherent information. A genetic disease is a disease caused by mutation. Genetic diseases are caused by changes in genetic disposition or controlled by pathogenic genes. Leukemia is a type of bone marrow cancer due to a genetic mutation. The recent society changes increase the probability of leukemia and most cases arise without any detectable symptoms.[5] At the early stage of leukemia, normal cells turn into cancerous cells which do not perform their job and gradually replace other cells.[1] The traditional way of determining the Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) mutation is complicated and requires a well-educated specialist.[2] With the new DNA micro-array analysis technology, it provides a way to determine whether an individual has a genetic mutation by analyzing large numbers of genes in a human body.[3] Therefore have a way to predict the risk of having leukemia from the result of the micro-array analysis.

Tradition leukemia prediction is a difficult job for manual work due to the large data set produced by the micro-array analysis, but with the development of machine learning algorithms and the increasing number of data that could be generated digitally, more and more work could be completed easier with computer support.

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Active learning
In current scenarios of supervised learning, a large set of completely labeled data could not be available. Because the labeling process is too expensive or currently available data for training a model is considered to be less than necessary for an accurate model. Therefore, an alternative to that would be Active learning. Active learning will train a model by selecting the most useful sample from unlabeled data set and submit it to Oracle for annotation. It aims to reduce the amount of labeling cost while keeping the outcome same. Active learning can be classified into the following based on applied situation: membership query synthesis, stream-based selective sampling and pool based active learning [12]. Membership query synthesis is a way allowing the model to ask for samples in unlabeled samples, including sample generated by the model. Stream-based selective is a way allowing the model to have the
ability to identify samples needed for labeling as it accepts an input stream. Pool-based active learning allows the model to evaluate the sample space and have the ability to query the most informative sample(s) for labeling (Figure 1, Figure 2).

2.2 Pool-based Active learning

Pool based Active learning is to start the training with a relatively small amount of data. A query method adds new data to the training set or ask for labels to the unlabeled data based on specified principles, e.g., Uncertainty sampling, query by committee, diversity sampling. These principles are defined based on sample space evaluation and current model prediction evaluations. One of the evaluations used for finding the most informative point is uncertainty sampling. Uncertainty sampling is to query points for sample that the current model has the lowest confidence [6]. It assumes that labeling the most confused sample would improve the model. It is a straightforward approach based on confusion matrix. But since the results are depend on a single model’s approach. The sample point found could be miss leading and cause drop points in learning curve. Diversity sampling another approach which specifies a distance function. The distance function will find the most distinct sample to the current given samples. However because the most distinct point could be extreme values or samples with high variances, this approach could be miss-leading to the training process. Then it leads to an approach that is based on disagreements between confusion matrix of models - Query by committee. Query by committee build multiple models and choose points where they disagree the most. This approach can avoid the sensitivity of model choices. But it is a more expensive approach because multiple models need to be trained for evaluation. These query method is aim to find the most informative sample for training. Until a specific goal is reached the algorithm stops [8, 9].

The pool based active learning assumes that we have a pool of samples that is unlabeled. Label a few at the start to train the model. An infallible oracle, it labels the acquired unlabeled data that is always correct, gave labels to those unlabeled acquired samples. It aims to improve the accuracy of the model. The pseudo code indicates the pool-based active learning is shown below:

```
DataPool = readData()

datagiven = []; done = false

While ~done:
    [p, u] = model(datagiven)
    Rounds.append(getaccuracy(p))
    If max(u) < giventhresholdvalue
        s = query(u)
        Datagiven.append(getData(s))
        Else
            Done = true
```

2.3 Feature selection

The microarray technologies uses DNA from all chromosomes and checks if targeted chromosome is presented. Therefore, a thousands of information would be generated each test. [7] In case to classify the result of microarray data, instead of using all gene expressions as feature. It needs to select a sample of gene expression from the whole sample space to analysis. Because the large number of feature would result in a poor generalization ability in the result model. In the experiment, a variance based principal components analysis
(PCA) is used to reduce the number of sample gene expression to a number that is far lower than the original sample space. The number of features remaining is based on the following ration where the numerator is the averaged squared projection error PCA tries to minimize and the denominator is the total variation in data. In the experiment, this ratio is set to lower then 0.05 and obtain a reasonable number of features in the samples, 36 features with 95 percent of total explained variance (The contribution rate of each feature, sum is 1) were selected.

\[
\sum \frac{\| x_i - x_i^{\text{approx}} \|^2}{\sum \| x_i \|^2}
\]  

(1)

3 EXPERIMENT ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Data set

The gene expression data set (Golub et al.) data set used was obtained from “kaggle” https://www.kaggle.com/crawford/gene-expression. The data set is about gene expression from Bone Marrow and Peripheral Blood and used for classifying different cases of cancer via DNA microarray with 7129 gene expression and 72 samples. The samples included two types of leukemia: 47 cases of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and 25 cases of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). The intensity values have been re-scaled such that overall intensities for each chip result are equivalent [11]. Because all data and results are existed. The experiment is going to be done in an retrospectively way. The results of data would be hidden to the model and only reveal the results when asked. In this way to approximate the situation of a pool-based active learning.

3.2 Experiment set up

The figure 3 presents the experiment architecture for classification of leukemia. It includes the following phases: data acquisition, preprocessing, training and testing.

The preprocessing part is to combine unlabeled data from different files and label it for classification task. First, unlabeled clinical microarray results from different files were combined and duplicates were removed. Then unnecessary descriptions to gene expression were removed, e.g. support calls for intensity values of presence of gene, gene description. After that with the provided clinical result, each patient were labeled their type of leukemia.

In training part, the data set were normalized to remove extreme values to improve the result of the classification process outcome. Then the data was split into development, train and testing set. Initially, several classification model were selected to test on the development set to find a suitable model based on receiver operating curve (ROC). ROC is a way to examine the sensitivity and specificity of a model on a specific task. The horizontal axis indicates the number of false positive rate (specificity) and the vertical axis indicates the True positive rate (sensitivity). Therefore, the closer the ROC curve is to the upper left corner, the better the performance of the classifier, which means that the classifier has a very high true positive rate while the false positive rate is very low. By examine the ROC curve, linear SVM classifiers were selected. After that, two ways of sample query is employed: random sampling (passive machine learning), pool-based query (active machine learning). The pool-based query is to provide the training set with no or few labels. And allow the model to have limited access to an oracle (a single infallible oracle) that can query to get a label for a specific object to train the model [13].

In test phases, the learning curve produce from random sampling and pool-based query were compared for linear SVM classifier. And both model were taken to predict the test samples, the accuracy, recall, and F1 score are taken into account to evaluate the final outcomes.

3.3 Experiment Results

As mentioned in the methodology, the figures indicates different Active learning sampling method compare to Passive machine learning (random sampling). The learning curve reveals a significant increase accuracy in the final outcome model. In random sampling, the model gets an average of 62% accuracy and 55% recall. In Active machine learning gets an average accuracy rate of 83% and a 82% recall.

As the results indicates, the random sampling’s learning curve fluctuates and even have drops in accuracy when the budget is used up compared. There is some points where the accuracy for the
random sampling’s prediction is relatively high because of the size of the testing and training sample space is small which could result in drops in the final model. In figure 4, the uncertainty learning curve indicates a boost at first few queries.

As method in methodology, the confusion matrix helped the training process by finding the most informative sample. However, there are significant fluctuation during the boost process which indicates the take samples leads to a significant change in the model. In figure 5, the diversity sampling is based on a distance function that find the farthest point to current samples. The samples did not learn quite much until last few samples were queried. This indicates that the diversity sampling method did not help the training process for the most informative points but it is finding extreme points. In figure 6, the query by committee sampling’s learning curve indicates a significant boost and is followed by a relative horizontal curve. This means that during the boost era, all the informative points were precisely selected by the query method.

4 CONCLUSION

The contribution of this research is compared the active machine learning to passive machine learning in the situation of microarray based leukemia classification. Moreover, compared different active machine learning sampling method in machine learning for microarray analysis.

The introduce of active machine learning allow the training process to acquire more efficient training data to improve the model. This means that producing the same accuracy for a model with less labeling effort. The methodology is built on a data set that contains gene expressions for all kinds of gene analysis and can be used for other kinds of genetic disease filtering [14, 15].

In this experiment, there are several issues could be improved to achieve a better result. First of all, the sampling method query by committee was based on a naive approach, it is based on disagreements between models. However, situations of existing extreme prediction values between models could make the query less informative or even miss-leading to the model. This problem could be improved by adding a voting algorithm, e.g voting entropy, average Kullback-Leibler Divergence [16]. Second, in the uncertainty sampling method, only criteria used is least confidence. Marginal sampling and entropy approach did not take into consideration of this experiment. To this experiment, classifying AML and ALL is a binary classification problem. This means that the Marginal sampling should be equivalent to least confidence. But Entropy take consider of all possible predictions to a given value, which could result in a different result [10].

To resolved issue mentioned earlier, some follow up studies were planned. First of all, an improved uncertainty sampling method with diversity maximization [17] would be implemented and compared to the query by committee sampling method. Second, more complicated sampling method, e.g expected model change, other forms of query by committee, would compared to the current sampling strategy. Last But not the least, after comparing these sampling methods, the outcome methods would used to train for other classification tasks based on identifying generic diseases from microarray analysis.

To sum up, In active learning, the key is to find the most informative sample candidates and ask for labeling. The way to find the most informative sample is the query method. The query method could base on the outcome of a single model or several models. By selecting the most informative samples could reduce labeling costs and improve learning efficiency. Moreover, for those generative
models, cases generated by the model could help the training cases where clinical data is inefficient to get a model with high precision.
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